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ABSTRACT
Context. We investigate small-amplitude light variations in FU Ori occurring in timescales of days and weeks.
Aims. We seek to determine the mechanisms that lead to these light changes.
Methods. The visual light curve of FU Ori gathered by the MOST satellite continuously for 55 d in the 2013-2014 winter season and 
simultaneously obtained ground-based multi-colour data were compared with the results from a disc and star light synthesis model. 
Results. Hotspots on the star are not responsible for the majority of observed light variations. Instead, we found that the long periodic 
family of 10.5-11.4 d (presumably) quasi-periods showing light variations up to 0.07 mag may arise owing to the rotational revolution 
of disc inhomogeneities located between 16 and 20 R0. The same distance is obtained by assuming that these light variations arise 
because of a purely Keplerian revolution of these inhomogeneities for a stellar mass of 0.7 M0. The short-periodic (~3-1.38d) small 
amplitude (~0.01 mag) light variations show a clear sign of period shortening, similar to what was discovered in the first MOST 
observations of FU Ori. Our data indicate that these short-periodic oscillations may arise because of changing visibility of plasma 
tongues (not included in our model), revolving in the magnetospheric gap and/or likely related hotspots as well.
Conclusions. Results obtained for the long-periodic 10-11 d family of light variations appear to be roughly in line with the colour- 
period relation, which assumes that longer periods are produced by more external and cooler parts of the disc. Coordinated observa­
tions in a broad spectral range are still necessary to fully understand the nature of the short-periodic 1-3 d family of light variations 
and their period changes.
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1. Introduction
FU O rioni-type stars (FUors) were already recognised as 
classical T Tauri-type stars (CTTS) undergoing a phase of 
enhanced disc brightness by Herbig ( 1977) . The light out­
burst is due to an increased m ass accretion rate from  
10-11- 1 0 -7 M 0 yr-1 typical in CTTS, up to 10-5- 1 0 -4 M 0 yr-1 
in FUors (Hartm ann & Kenyon 1985, 1996) . During the FUor 
phase, the em ission-line rich visual spectrum  of the formerly 
quiet CTTS is dom inated by the absorption features produced 
in the inner accretion disc. Its inner parts radiate as the photo­
sphere o f an F-G  supergiant star, while the slightly colder and 
more distant parts o f the disc produce a K-M  type supergiant 
spectrum that can be observed in the near-infrared (Kenyon et al. 
1988). In these circumstances disc radiation dominates stellar
* Tables A.1-A.21 are only available at the CDS via anonymous 
ftp to c d s a r c .u - s t r a s b g .f r  ( 1 3 8 .79 .128 .5 ) o r v ia  h t t p : / /  
c d sa rc .u -s tra sb g .f r /v iz -b in /q c a t? J /A + A /6 1 8 /A 7 9
radiation (usually an early-M  or late-K  dwarf) by 100-1000 
times. This makes FUors well suited for inner disc variability 
studies in visual bands in early stages of star formation, presum ­
ably during the first 0.3 M yr o f evolution when discs are gravita­
tionally unstable (Hartm ann 1998; L iu et al. 2016) .
In 1937, FU  O r i , which is the prototype o f FUors, increased 
its brightness from  15.5 ± 0.5 to 9.7 ± 0.1 mag (C larke e ta l. 
2005) in the photographic system, w hose effective wavelength 
A is sim ilar to that o f the Johnson B filter. The star still remains 
in a  high state o f brightness with only 1.3 mag decrease noticed 
until 2014 in the B filter (see Sect. 2.3) . O ur target was briefly 
described in our first paper o f this series (Siwak et al. 2013) and 
also in Powell et al. (2012) and A udard et al. (2014) ; the latter 
authors presented a detailed review regarding eruptive young 
stars, both FUors and EX Lupi-type stars (EXors), emerging 
from  observations obtained in a broad spectral range.
M ost o f the photom etric and spectroscopic historical papers 
concern the variability o f FU Ori occurring on tim escales of 
months to years (see e.g. C larke et al. 2005) . In the pre-space
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telescope era nightly breaks and non-uniform  weather patterns 
im posed severe lim itations on light variability studies on a 
daily scale, occurring on top o f the light plateau caused by 
enhanced accretion. The m ost in-depth though indirect study of 
this subject was m ade by Kenyon et al. (2000) . A fter a  care­
ful consideration o f several hypotheses the authors concluded 
that the disc likely shows flickering, occurring with a char­
acteristic tim escale o f predom inantly about one day, and that 
variations o f the colour indices obtained in the Johnson fil­
ters point to the region extending between the stellar photo­
sphere and the radius where the disc tem perature reaches its 
m axim um  as the dom inant source o f the variability. We note 
that Kolotilov & Petrov ( 1985) and Ibragim ov ( 1993) w ere also 
unable to find any stable periods in the data sets gathered dur­
ing the 1980s. Instead the authors found quasi-periodic oscilla­
tions (QPOs) that appeared to evolve from  18.35 to 9.19 d in the 
course o f the single 1984-1985 observing season. The 9.2 d QPO 
was also visible during 1987-1988 along with possible 9.8 and
11.4 d QPOs.
Having the advantage o f contiguous m onitoring o f stars for 
a few weeks from  space with the M O ST satellite and with such 
photom etric precision unavailable from  the ground, we decided 
to use this space telescope for a direct search and characterisa­
tion o f short-period, sm all-am plitude light variations in FU Ori 
during w inter 2010-2011. O ur first results (Siwak e ta l.  2013) 
can be sum m arised as follows:
The light curve itself and its Fourier and wavelet transform 
spectra reveal two m ajor QPOs. The first has a larger am plitude 
and possibly changes its period in the range 8 -9  d. The second, 
o f a sm aller am plitude, is apparently tim e coherent, and was in i­
tially observed at about 2.4 d, but drifted down to 2.2 d, well 
before the end o f the run. The longer variation was less securely 
defined in the 28-day-long run to conclude that this was really 
a tim e-coherent QPO. L ight changes occurring on the tim escale 
o f < 1 d, predicted by the M onte Carlo m odel of Kenyon et al. 
(2000) to dom inate in the light curve, were observed in the light 
curve for a very lim ited tim e only. M oreover, Zhu et al. (2007) 
investigated the spectral energy distribution in FU  Ori and 
argued against the putative boundary layer extending towards 
the stellar photosphere (see Sect. 5.1 o f their paper), i.e. the 
“energy release zone” (Luybarskii 1997) proposed to be respon­
sible for the disc flickering by Kenyon et al. (2000) . In these cir­
cum stances, assuming a stellar m ass o f 0.3 M© (Zhu et al. 2007), 
we indisputably interpreted that variations observed by M OST 
were produced by the hot plasm a condensations that develop in 
the m agneto-rotationally unstable inner parts o f the disc at d is­
tances o f about 12 and 5 R©, respectively. The period shortening 
may be interpreted as spiralling-in or inw ard drifts in the inner 
disc. Assuming Keplerian rotation of the disc, we also tem porar­
ily proposed that the shortest observed period o f 2.2 ± 0.1 d m ay 
define the inner edge o f the disc at 4.8 ±0.2 R0 , which agrees with 
the 5.5+18 R© result from  the interferom etric observations of 
M albet et. al. (2005) .
O ur two-colour Strom gren v and b filter ground-based 
observations o f FU  Ori at the M ount Suhora Observatory 
(MSO) substantially confirmed the (B -  V) versus V relation 
obtained by Kenyon et al. (2000) . However, we obtained a 
slightly redder colour index o f the dom inant 8 d variation, 
which we tentatively interpreted as due to a m ore outward 
location o f the inhom ogeneity causing this quasi-periodicity. 
This would agree with the interpretation o f the colour-period 
relationship through different locations o f the dom inant vari­
able flux with longer periods produced by more external 
and cooler parts o f the disc. We decided to examine this
relationship based on new M O ST data collected as long as 
technically possible, and sim ultaneously obtained m ulti-colour 
observations from  the ground during the 2013-2014 observing 
season.
We describe the M O ST satellite and ground-based m ulti­
colour observations o f FU  Ori obtained at the M SO and at the 
South African A stronom ical Observatory (SAAO) in Sect. 2 . 
Results from  the data analyses are presented in Sect. 3 . We 
discuss the obtained results in the context o f recent theories 
proposed for CTTS and FUors in Sect. 4 and summ arise in 
Sect. 5 .
2. Observations
2.1. M O S T  observations
The pre-launch characteristics o f the M OST satellite mission 
are described in W alker et al. (2003) and the initial post-launch 
perform ance in M atthews et al. (2004) . The satellite observes in 
one broadband filter covering the spectral range from  370 nm  to 
750 nm  with effective wavelength sim ilar to that o f the Johnson 
V  filter.
The observations o f FU Ori were m ade in the direct im ag­
ing data acquisition mode of the satellite. A run of length 
54.93 d started on N ovem ber 20, 2013 and lasted until January 
15, 2014 (HJD = 2456616.5408-2456671.4662). Because o f the 
slow tem poral changes in the light curve noticed during the first 
M O ST run in 2010-2011, and to perm it alternate, m ulti-object 
observations, the star was observed during every second satel­
lite orbit, i.e. with a typical cadence o f 202.87 min. The individ­
ual exposures were 60 s long and typically ten to a few dozen 
exposures per orbit were obtained. The photom etry (Fig. 1a and 
Table A.1) was extracted from  the raw  data and de-correlated 
with known instrum ental effects using the dedicated pipeline 
introduced by Rowe et al. (2006) . In spite o f this advanced pro­
cess, a significant system atic trend is visible in the prim ary and 
secondary targets; this trend is possibly owing to changing sen­
sitivity o f the electronic system. This affected all stars observed 
in the field, but affected each star in a slightly different way, 
preventing their use in removing the FU Ori light-curve trend. 
To elim inate the problem , we used our BVRcRIcI  filter data for 
FU  Ori obtained sim ultaneously at the SAAO and M SO (see in 
Fig. 1b , and next two Sections for details). In this process, the 
U-filter data had to be abandoned owing to their signifi­
cantly higher scatter. The eight-degree polynom ial fitted to 
the differences between the M O ST and the B V R cR IcI  aver­
aged data (matching the bandw idth of the M O ST satellite) 
was then subtracted from  the M O ST pipeline result giving 
variations as shown in Fig. 1c (Table A.2); the magnitude 
level is arbitrary in this panel. Finally, we calculated mean- 
orbital data points, as shown in Fig. 1d (Table A.3). Their 
m edian error (<r) is 0.0019 mag in the full range 0.0002­
0.0078 mag. One can notice a few m ajor gaps in the data acqui­
sition at H JD -2456 500 = 138.5-139.6, 142.4-143.5, 149.7­
150.6, 158.5-159.9, 162.4-163.1 and 163.4-164.4 owing to 
observations of other, tim e-critical targets. These gaps were short 
in com parison to the variability timescales observed in this star 
and do not affect our conclusions.
2.2. O bservations b y  M SO  uvyB V R I filters
In order to search for long-period light variations, w hich is 
not possible using M O ST because o f the technical lim itation 
o f a single run to about 55 d, we conducted tim e variability
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Fig. 1. First panel. 2013-2014 MOST light curve of FU Ori provided by the pipeline. The standardised SAAO UBVRcIc (filled circles) and aligned 
MSO BVRI light curves (open circles and crosses) are shown in the second panel. Third panel: averaged SAAO BVRcIc (filled circles) and MSO 
BVRI (open circles) observations used for correction of the instrumental trend in the original MOST data, as described in Sect. 2.1. The de-trended 
MOST data are plotted in the same panel. Fourth panel: de-trended MOST data in the form of orbital averages with error bars (ir).
monitoring of FU  Ori at the M SO. We started our observations to only 30 deg at civil dusk. During this interval, useful data were
on Septem ber 3, 2013, and continued the m onitoring for 220 d, obtained on 69 nights, out o f w hich 20 coincided with the satel-
i.e. until April 11, 2014, when the altitude o f the star am ounted lite run.
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Table 1. Standard Johnson-Cousins V-filter magnitudes and colour 
indices of FU Ori and its comparison stars evaluated using Eq. (1), dur­
ing the single night of January 11-12, 2014 (see Table 2 and Sect. 2.3.1).
FU Ori GSC 00714-00203 G SC 00715-00188
V 9.748(5) 10.566(5) 10.827(6)
U -  B 0.842(21) 1.079(14) 1.327(14)
B -  V 1.291(10) 0.779(38) 1.258(85)
V -  R c 0.778(10) 0.592(13) 0.719(13)
R c -  Ic 0.839(8) 0.620(12) 0.735(15)
Notes. The errors in parentheses account only for photometric noise; 
the systematic 1-2% uncertainty of zero points Cft (see Table 2) has not 
been taken into account. The same comparison stars formed the mean 
comparison star for the MSO observations.
We used three different photom etric systems on the 0.6 m 
telescope. During the first five nights o f September, we 
used a SBIG ST10XM E CCD cam era equipped with the 
Johnson-M organ BVRI filters provided by SBIG. The data 
obtained with this instrum ent are indicated as crosses in Fig. 1b . 
On Septem ber 30, 2013, the Apogee A lta U42 CCD cam ­
era, equipped with a different set o f w ide band BVRI John­
son (Bessell) filters m anufactured by Custom  Scientific, was 
installed on the telescope and the data are indicated by open cir­
cles. We decided to use only this uniform  data set for further 
analyses, which lim ited the m onitoring tim e to 194 d. A ddition­
ally, for 24 nights between N ovem ber 12, 2013 and January 13, 
2014 (18 nights during the M O ST run), we observed the star 
w ith Strom gren uvy filters.
On each clear night typically 10-30 single exposures per 
filter for FU  Ori were obtained. A ll frames were dark  and 
flat-field  calibrated in a  standard way w ithin the MIDAS pack­
age (W armels 1991) . The correction for bias was accom plished 
using the same exposure for dark  as for science frames. The pho­
tometric data were extracted using the C-Mu n i p a c k  program m e 
(M otl 2011) using the DAOPHOT II package (Stetson 1987). A 
constant aperture o f 12 pixels (corresponding to 13.44 arcsec on 
the sky for a  scale o f 1.12 arcsec per pixel) was used for FU Ori 
and the com parison stars. To avoid possible errors associated 
with the arc-like nebula surrounding FU Ori, relatively large 
annuli (from  20 to 30 pixels, i.e. 20 to 34 arcsec) were used for 
the sky background calculations.
The differential photom etry used a m ean com parison star 
that was form ed from  two stars (Table 1), following Siwak et al.
(2013), both apparently stable to about 0.01 m ag in all filters 
throughout the entire M SO run. We corrected our data for dom i­
nant colour extinction effects using the m ean coefficients for this 
site. Since FU Ori turned out to be essentially constant during 
nightly monitoring sessions of about 20 -30  min, nightly aver­
ages were calculated. The data obtained in Johnson filters were 
later m anually aligned with the B V R cIc standardised SAAO light 
curves (see in Fig. 1b , and also in Table A .4-A .7). The data 
obtained in Strom gren filters were left in the instrum ental sys­
tem  (Tables A .8-A .10).
2.3. O bserva tions b y  SA A O  UBVRcIc filters
FU Ori was observed at the SAAO on 25 nights from  Decem ber 
5, 2013 to January 14, 2014 using the 0.5 m  Boller  & Chivens 
telescope equipped with well-known for its reliability single­
channel M odular Photom eter . This photom eter was equipped 
with a Ham am atsu R943-02 GaAs photom ultiplier and a set
Table 2. Colour equation coefficients determined for the SAAO 
UBVRcIc system during the night of January 11-12, 2014.
f t kft A t Aft Cft C I
U 0.62 -0 .0 5 2 -0 .0307(38) 18.8811(192) U - B
B 0.27 -0 .031 0.0508(16) 19.5517(129) B - V
V 0.13 -0 .0 1 0 0.0212(33) 19.8781(137) B - V
R c 0.10 -0 .0 0 6 0.0077(64) 19.8270(128) V -  Rc
Ic 0.07 -0 .008 0.0024(55) 19.3665(101) R c -  Ic
Notes. The appropriate values of C I for each star are given in Table 1.
o f UBVRcIc Johnson-C ousins filters (see in Fig. 1b ). For all 
observations, a 25 arcsec aperture was utilised; thereby a part 
o f the associated arc-like nebulae light (however, negligibly 
small) was also recorded. The differential photom etry o f FU  Ori 
utilised the same two com parison stars as those used at the M SO 
(Table 1). Performing all-sky absolute photometry, com monly 
practised at the SAAO with this instrument, was impossible 
owing to a large num ber o f not fully photom etric nights dur­
ing the first two weeks of the run. We m easured the target (var), 
com parison stars (comp1, comp2), and sky background (sky) in 
the sequence of sky-comp1-comp2-sky-var-sky-comp2-comp1- 
sky-comp2-comp1-sky-var-sky-comp1-comp2-sky, repeated two 
or three times. During the moonless nights (except for those with 
a high airglow activity) the sky sampling rate was reduced since 
the background level rem ained stable for about an hour. The rate 
o f sky monitoring was considerably increased during the rising 
and setting of the M oon. The two full M oon passages through the 
field during the run forced us to discard observations of FU Ori 
during that tim e owing to strong background gradients, espe­
cially in the UB  filters, and to rely entirely on sim ultaneous c C d  
observations at the M SO, which have the advantage that the 
sky level is individually calculated from  pixels surrounding each 
star.
2.3.1. Determination of colour equations for the SAAO 
system
We observed a set o f eight standard stars from  the E400  region 
(M enzies e ta l. 1989) in the night o f January 11-12, 2014, in 
excellent photom etric conditions. Transform ation equations to 
standard magnitudes m;;[d for each filter f t  e  {U, B, V, Rc, Ic} took 
the following form:
f  = f  -  (kft + A t x  C I) x  X(z) + Aft x  C I + Cft, (1)
where m fotbs is the observed (instrumental) m agnitude calculated 
from  the dead-time and sky-level corrected counts, kft is the mean 
SAAO differential extinction, f  is the colour extinction eval­
uated for SAAO from  Fukugita et al. ( 1996) and M t. Palomar 
sites, Aft is the system transform ation coefficient, the constant Cft 
is the zero point in m agnitude, and C I  is the colour index defined 
as the m agnitude difference o f neighbouring filters. We present 
the obtained values and respective C I  terms for every filter in 
Table 2 , while the resulting m agnitudes o f the com parison stars 
are given in Table 1. This enabled the absolute calibration o f the 
FU Ori U BVRcIc light curves, as show in Fig. 1b (Tables A .11 - 
A.15). We did not derive colour equations for the M SO system; 
instead, the B V R I  light curves w ere aligned to the SAAO B V R cIc 
data, using observations obtained simultaneously at both obser­
vatories (Tables A .4-A .7). We estim ate the accuracy o f this pro­
cedure to be about 0.002 mag.
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2.3.2. Determination of colour indices from the SAAO data
Using single channel photometry, colour indices can be calcu­
lated in two ways: first, through subtraction o f the two light 
curves obtained w ith the use o f com parison stars (as for the 
M SO data); or second, using the variable star only, relating its 
sky- and dead-tim e-corrected m easurem ents in two colours and 
using colour equations determ ined above in Sect. 2 .3 .1 . The first 
m ethod involved too large scatter into the final results owing to 
the accum ulation o f noise from  the com parison stars. This is 
particularly the case when these stars are fainter than the tar­
get and the sequence of measurem ents given in Sect. 2.3 was 
not executed in the fully photom etric conditions that prevailed 
during the first two weeks o f our run. For that reason, we cal­
culated the colour indices using the second method. For exam ­
ple, to obtain V  -  Ic colour indices, the flux ratios between the 
V -filter data points and the reference 1-3 deg polynom ial 
(obtained from  a fit to Ic-filter points) were transform ed to the 
m agnitude scale, corrected for differential and colour extinc­
tions, and then transform ed to the standard system using Eq. ( 1) 
and coefficients listed in Table 2 . We plot the final results in 
Fig. 2 and show in electronic form  in Tables A .16-A .20.
2.4. Spectroscopic SAAO observations
In the evening o f M arch 11, 2017, we obtained a few low- 
resolution spectra o f FU Ori at the SAAO using the SpUp- 
N IC  -  Spectrograph Upgrade-Newly Improved Cassegrain 
(C rau see ta l. 2016), m ounted on the 1.9 m  Radcliffe telescope. 
Grating 6 was used to cover the wavelength range from  3904 A to 
6650 A with a resolution o f 1.35 A pixel-1 . Two spectroscopic 
standard stars LTT 2415 and LTT 3864 were observed im m edi­
ately after our target using the same slit w idth o f 3.59 arcsec. The 
spectra were extracted and then wavelength- and flux-calibrated 
within the IRAF package. Only these FU Ori and standard-star 
spectra, for which no telescope-guiding errors w ere noticed 
during the 120 s-long integrations, were selected for further 
analyses.
3. Results of data analysis
3.1. General description o f variability
The 2013-2014 M O ST light curve (Fig. 1d) appears to consist 
o f three segments, each defined by a characteristic pattern o f the 
FU Ori variability. These patterns exist for som e tim e and then 
disappear. The three segments, indicated in Fig. 2 , have the fol­
lowing characteristics:
1. We define as Segment I the part from  the beginning of 
the M O ST observations (at least) until HJD «  2456647 .8 , 
which is dom inated by consecutive peaks o f different 
heights, i.e. 0.07 and 0 .0 2 mag. Careful insight into the 
ground-based averaged data (Fig 1c) reveals that this vari­
ability pattern began in fact about 20 d earlier, a t HJD «  
2 456 595, w ith the appearance o f the broad local light m ax­
imum. The ground-based data also suggest that the height o f 
the m axim um  observed by M O ST as the smaller one (i.e. o f 
0.02 m ag), could initially be higher.
This variability pattern is very sim ilar to w hat was observed 
by M O ST in IM  Lupi, which is visible at an inclination angle 
o f 60 deg and where two stable polar hotspots played a  m ajor 
role in the observed light modulations (Siwak e ta l.  2016) . 
This conclusion was inferred by utilising the num erical 
results of Rom anova et al. (2004) and Kulkarni & Rom anova
Fig. 2. New MOST light curve of FU Ori (top panel) and the ground- 
based U-V , U-B , B -V , V -R c and V - Ic colour indices (lowerpanel) in 
standard magnitudes, with arbitrary offsets indicated. As mentioned in 
the text, the MSO data (open circles) were aligned to the standardised 
SAAO data (filled circles) with an accuracy of 0.002mag. The grey- 
shaded area determines the approximate boundaries of Segment II data, 
as defined in Sect. 3. The Segment I data are shown on the left, while 
the Segment III data are shown on the right.
(2008) for stars accreting in a stable regime, w hich more 
likely is the case for CTTS with low accretion rates. We note 
that stable polar hotspots were also found in EX Lupi (the 
prototype of EXors) during a quiescent phase using spec­
troscopic data (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015). For geom etrical 
reasons one m ay think that the same mechanism  operates 
in FU  Ori, which m ost likely is observed at an inclination 
o f 55° (M a lb e te ta l. 2005) . Additionally, the characteris­
tic re-appearance tim e for the observed peaks, both larger 
(~0.07 mag) and smaller (~0.02 mag) appears to be about 
10-11 d, which is o f the same order as the 7 .2-7 .6  d ro ta­
tional period o f IM  Lupi, and 7.41 d in EX  Lupi (Sipos et al.
2009) . However, despite large observational errors, the U -  V, 
U -  B  and B -  V  colour indices appear to be systematically 
slightly redder when the star is brighter, while the V  -  Rc and 
V  -  Ic light curves appear to be stable, as shown in Fig. 2 
for the Segment I data. This seems to contradict the hotspot 
hypothesis and we return to this issue later in this paper.
We note that the last m axim um  in Segment I centred at 
HJD-2 456 500 ~  146 is double-peaked. Starting from  this 
place the present light variability pattern appears to smoothly 
transform  into the next, which is defined below.
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2. Segm ent II o f the light curve consists o f small-am plitude 
sine-like variations, showing a period shortening of each 
successive oscillation. It is indicated by a grey-shaded area 
in Fig. 2 . The sine-like wave lasted for at least eight days 
and ceased at H JD -2456 500 ~  156 when its initial period 
o f about 3 d shortened to 1.38 ± 0.04 d. The colour indices 
appear to be stable but this is not a  very significant statem ent 
given the small 0 .005-0.01 mag am plitude o f these oscilla­
tions, w hich is com parable to the m easurem ent errors o f the 
ground-based data.
3. Segm ent III o f the light curve begins after H JD -2456 500 ~ 
156, when the star brightness started to drop by about
0.05 m ag (until the first m inim um  at HJD-2 456 500 ~  158.1) 
and then it rose by 0 .06-0 .07 m ag in the M O ST m agni­
tude system. The symm etry o f these light changes and a 
second, sim ilar event at H JD -2456 500 ~  169.5, appearing
11.4 d after the first, suggest their sim ilar origin. U nfortu­
nately, the M O ST monitoring finished soon after the sec­
ond deep light m inim um  event owing to technical lim itations 
on the satellite run length. Furtherm ore, term ination o f our 
SAAO run and poor w eather conditions over the M SO at the 
same time, shortened the photom etric m onitoring of this fea­
ture from  the ground. Therefore, the question o f whether we 
observed an initiation o f a  new QPO remains open. Its puta­
tive 11.4 d period m ight suggest the same physical m ech­
anism  that operated during Segm ent I, especially that also 
a secondary light drop occurred at H JD -2456 500 ~  163. 
Interestingly, all but the U -  V  and U -  B  colour indices 
in Segment III appear to be stable during the first deep m ini­
mum, but during the second, at H JD -2456 500 ~  169.5, two 
slightly redder points in the V -  R c and V -  Ic light curves 
were found in the SAAO data.
3.2. F requency analysis o f the FU Ori data
We perform ed frequency analyses of two data sets: the first 
utilised the long-term  M SO B V R I  and SAAO BVRcIc nightly- 
averaged data points, i.e. those that w ere previously used as a 
fiducial com parison star for the M O ST data trend removal; the 
second utilised the M O ST m ean-orbital data points.
We used the procedure previously developed by 
Rucinski et al. (2008) . The Fourier analysis was done 
by consecutive, in the frequency f  space with a step of 
Af  = 0.001, least-squares fits o f expressions o f the form 
l f )  = C0 ( f ) + C1( f )  cos[2n(t -  tc )f ] + 02( f )  sin[2n(t -  The 
am plitude a ( f ) for each frequency was found as the m odulus of
the periodic com ponent, a ( f )  = ^ 0 f ( f ) + o^(f). The bootstrap 
sampling technique perm itted evaluation o f m ean standard 
errors of the am plitudes from  the spread o f the coefficients a;.
The Fourier spectra o f ground-based data (the upper panel 
in Fig. 3) shows two families o f peaks above the noise level (of 
about 0 .007m ag) in the ranges f  = 0 .0 2 1 -0 .0 2 4 c d -1 (4 8 -4 2 d) 
and 0 .060-0 .078  c d -1 (16.6-12.9 d). Since the significance of 
the wide peaks is low, we have been unable to draw any firm 
conclusions on the existence o f long-period QPOs in the com ­
bined M SO and SAAO data set.
The M O ST data (lower panel in Fig. 3) reveal three fam i­
lies o f periods above the noise level (of about 0.0025 mag): f  =
0 .0 9 5 c d -1 (10 .5d), 0 .1 7 6 c d -1 (5 .7 d) and 0 .3 2 4 -0 .4 0 4 c d -1 
(3.09-2.48 d). The period 5.7 d corresponds roughly to one- 
half o f the dom inant third periodicity in Segments I and III o f 
the light curve; we note that a sim ilar peak is also visible at 
f  = 0.173 c d -1 in the ground-based data. We note an absence
Fig. 3. Results of Fourier analysis of ground-based (upper panel) and 
MOST (lower panel) data in form of the amplitude a(f )  vs. the fre­
quency ( f ) are shown as continuous lines. The amplitude errors, deter­
mined from bootstrap sampling, are shown as dots.
o f 2 .5 -1 .4  d peaks expected from  the sine-like QPO observed in 
Segment II o f the light curve, although this can be explained by 
a continuous period change o f this wave train, as described in 
point 2 of Sect. 3 .1.
The peaks in the am plitude-frequency spectra appear to scale 
as a flicker-noise (a( f )  ~  1 / ^ f ) and this fact was also noticed 
in our first paper about FU  Ori. This m ay suggest that the 
observed variability m ay be intrinsic to the disc, for example 
a consequence of instabilities in the m ass transfer leading to 
light variations either o f quasi-periodic or irregular nature, typi­
cal for flickering (Luybarskii 1997) . The same flicker-noise char­
acter is visible in the am plitude-frequency spectra o f TW  Hya 
(Rucinski et al. 2008; Siwak et al. 2011, 2014, 2018) and RU Lup 
(Siwak et al. 2016), w hose variability is due to changing visibility 
o f hotspots produced during m oderately stable and unstable accre­
tion regim es (Kulkarni & Rom anova 2009; Blinova et al. 2016) .
3.3. W avelet analysis o f the M O S T  FU Ori data
To obtain a uniform  data sampling required for the wavelet anal­
ysis o f the star, we interpolated with splines the 344 mean- 
orbital data points into a grid o f 389 equally spaced points 
at 0.14088 d intervals. We present the results obtained with 
the M orlet-6 wavelet in Fig. 4 ; it shows the spectrum  for the 
relevant period range up to 17 d. The re-sam pled light curve is
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Fig. 4. Wavelet spectrum computed from the 2013-2014 MOST data. 
Edge effects are present beyond the white broken lines.
plotted directly below the wavelet spectrum  for clarity. The spec­
trum  confirms prim ary characteristics o f light curve segments, as 
defined in Sect. 3 .1. The m ain reservation is that the 11.4 d m od­
ulation during Segment III is not present in the spectrum; instead 
we see a 5.5 d modulation; this discrepancy is m ost likely due to 
the finite length of the run. Similarly, we also observe a false 
~5 d periodicity during Segment I, which is roughly half o f the 
m ajor 10.5-11 d double-peaked quasi-periodicity.
To better illustrate the period shortening in Segment II and 
in the 2010 light curve (Table A.21), in Fig. 5 we additionally 
show fragments o f both available M O ST light curves with inter­
vals P  between consecutive m inim a and m axim a o f the sine-like 
waves. The new  analysis reveals that the short-periodic oscilla­
tion seen in the 2010-2011 light curve is m ore com plex than 
that w hich appeared in our first paper (Siwak et al. 2013) . We 
now see a  1.08 d single wave that appeared in the m iddle of 
the wave train. It could be either due to two independent, over­
lapping wave trains o f sim ilar periods (the m axim um  at HJD- 
2455  500 ~  48.5 m ay be double-peaked) or a single event in 
the disc or on the star. According to our previous interpretation 
(Siwak e ta l. 2013), the entire wave train showed period short­
ening from  2.4 to 2.2 d and this estim ate was only based on the 
blurred wavelet spectrum. Currently, the light curve shows the 
period shortening from  about 2.8 to 2 .0-2.1 d, with some pertur­
bations at about H JD -2455 500 ~  53-56, as noticed above. It is 
also possible that the period shortening took place from  2.8 to 
1.08 d, and later started to increase to 2.1 d.
We shortly conclude that these short-periodic sine-like oscil­
lations w ere so far clearly observed in precise space-based light 
curves only for a lim ited tim e and they always showed clear 
instances o f period changes, usually shortening. This suggests 
that they were not produced owing to the appearance o f many 
independent flickering events in the disc, but were driven by a 
m echanism  leading to coherent light variations.
3.4. C olour-m agnitude relations from the ground-based data
To investigate the colour-m agnitude relations for FU  Ori, it is 
m ore convenient to utilise the Johnson V-filter standardised m ag­
nitudes, as obtained at SAAO and M SO. The effective wave­
length o f the V  filter is sim ilar to that o f the M O ST broadband 
filter and lies roughly in the m iddle of the investigated wave­
length range. A lthough internally m ore accurate, the M OST
m agnitudes are linked to the B V R I  data through the de-trending 
operation, as described in Sect. 2 .1 . The colour indices that we 
consider are U  -  V, B -  V, V - R c, V  - R, V  -  Ic and V - 1. Similar 
diagrams w ere also prepared for the M SO observations obtained 
in the Strom gren uvy filters, which were left in the instrum ental 
system. Because o f the sim ilarity o f the effective wavelengths, 
the Ay -  A(u -  y) and Ay -  A(v -  y) diagrams are closely related 
with the V -  (U -  V) and V -  (B -  V) colour-m agnitude diagrams.
We do not show colour-m agnitude diagrams prepared with 
the use o f all data points as they contain a  m ix o f effects from  var­
ious light variability patterns that were observed at both obser­
vatories through different tim e spans. As announced in Sect. 1, 
to investigate colour-period relation we need to focus on colour- 
m agnitude diagrams prepared for the pre-defined light curve seg­
ments; only such an approach allows us to m ake a link between 
variability patterns well defined in the M O ST light curve and 
variability of their colour indices as a function of V and y -filter 
brightness. We show colour-m agnitude diagrams constructed 
from  SAAO (Figs. 6a ,d,e,f) and (separately) from  M SO data 
(Figs. 6b ,c,g,h,i) to highlight distinct properties o f the three 
individual segments; these distinct properties are best visible in
V -  ( U -  V), V -  (B -  V) and in corresponding Ay -  A(u -  y) and 
Ay -  A(v -  y) diagrams, which show that especially the points 
obtained during Segment I occupy separate regions. W henever 
an unam biguous fit o f a linear function (weighted by the V or 
y filter and colour index errors) was possible, we give num eri­
cal values o f the slope coefficients s and Pearson’s correlation 
coefficients rp  both for com bined and separate M SO and SAAO 
data sets (Fig. 7) . A lthough a lim ited num ber o f data points cause 
the significance o f each separate fit to be low, we stress that we 
obtained the same tendencies for each o f the three independent 
photom etric systems; only the slope for the V -  (V -  1) rela­
tion constructed from  M SO data is negative (Fig. 7f), but this 
is m ostly due to its non-uniform  coverage with data points. We 
also note that the slopes obtained from  our data are in qualitative 
accordance with the slopes obtained from  the by far m uch m ore 
numerous m ulti-season data set by Kenyon et al. (2000). These 
authors found -0 .40 (14 ) for the V -  ( U -  B), -0 .12(2) for the
V -  (B -  V), and 0.15(2) for the V -  (V -  R) relations.
Figures 7a- d  prepared for Segm ent I of the light curve show 
evidence for negative slopes in the V -  (U -  V), Ay -  A(u -  y), 
Ay -  A(v -  y) and V -  (B -  V) diagrams. This tendency is seen 
both for the SAAO and for the M SO data. The V -  (V -  Rc) and 
V- ( V- 1c) diagrams (Figs. 7e,f) show tendencies for zero and pos­
itive slopes, respectively. We note that the ground-based observa­
tions obtained at the M SO  in two photom etric systems cover the 
full range o f Segm ent I variability, while a t SAAO ground-based 
observations were only collected during the second half.
The colour-m agnitude diagrams for Segment II do not 
show any dependency (and therefore they are not shown here). 
A lthough we m ade an attem pt to rem ove the downward trend 
in V-filter data visible through this tim e interval by a parabolic 
fit, the large errors o f the few ground-based measurem ents, in 
com parison w ith the m ean am plitude o f the sine-like variation o f 
only 0.0055 m ag (in the M O ST system), exclude the possibility 
o f finding any significant trends. We can only state that am pli­
tudes in BVRc7cR7 filters were roughly constant. We arrived at 
this conclusion ju st by looking in Figs. 8b-e , where we plot 
the arbitrarily shifted M O ST and ground-based light curves. We 
note that the U -filter data show the signature o f about a twice 
larger am plitude than observed by M O ST and in the rem aining 
Johnson filters (Figs. 8a,f).
The colour-m agnitude diagrams for Segm ent III (Figs. 7g-  
i) show sim ilar relations as those for Segm ent I. We consider
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Fig. 5. Short-periodic fragments of 2013 and 2010 MOST light curves. In both cases maxima and minima were localised by eye to about 0.02d, 
which leads to the 0.04d uncertainty of each indicated temporal period P value. Modulations seen at the beginning are marked by “?” as they 
occurred prior the official start of Segment II.
Fig. 6. Colour-magnitude diagrams for FU Ori prepared from data obtained during Segments I, II, and III, as defined in Sect. 3.1.
the results obtained by the least-square fits to the com bined data 
sets only because o f the very lim ited num ber o f measurem ents 
in each separate sample. The scatter in the V  -  (U  -  V ) diagram 
(Fig. 6a) is very large and w e were unable to determ ine any rela­
tion. The data points in the related Ay -  A(u -  y) and Ay -  A(v - y) 
diagrams are slightly less scattered (Figs. 6b ,c). They do not 
seem to contradict the statem ent that slopes in Segment III show 
sim ilar wavelength dependency as in the Segm ent I diagrams.
3.5. Search for origins o f light variations using a disc and star 
ligh t synthesis m odel
A part from  the phenom enological considerations presented 
above, we decided to construct a sim ple disc and star light
synthesis model to pinpoint the source o f light variations in 
FU  Ori analytically. O ur m odel (see in Appendixes A and B 
for full description), is sim ilar to that constructed by Zhu et al. 
(2007). The m ajor difference is that we use PHOENIX library of 
spectral intensities for ordinary supergiants (H usser et al. 2013). 
By means o f our model we calculated synthetic am plitudes in 
Johnson filters for all light curve Segments, assuming that either 
hotspots on the star or disc inhomogeneities are responsible for 
observed light variations.
3.5.1. Testing the accretion hotspot scenario
According to the idea o f Kenyon et al. (2000) and A udard et al.
(2014), flux modulations induced by the changing visibility o f
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Fig. 7. Colour-magnitude diagrams for FU Ori specifically prepared for the first and the third Segment, as defined in Sect. 3.1. A linear least- 
squares weighted fit is shown and the numerical values of slopes with asymptotic standard error(s) in parentheses are given. Pearson correlation 
coefficients are also shown.
hotspots on the star could potentially be noticed despite the 
prevailing disc light and lead to quasi-periodic variability, with 
am plitudes suppressed from  1 to 2 mag (as for CTTS), to a 
few hundredths of a m agnitude (as for FU  O ri). Though such a 
m echanism  was excluded for past FU  Ori data by Kenyon et al. 
(2000), it m ay occasionally operate in this star even though 
the m agnetosphere in FU  Ori is heavily com pressed and m uch 
smaller than in typical CTTS (K onigl et al. 2011) . To check the 
hotspot scenario, we calculated synthetic am plitudes caused by 
rotation o f a spotted star for each of the Johnson-C ousins fil­
ters to com pare the results w ith our observations. We considered 
possible values o f the stellar radius (R*) in the range 1.5-2.0 R0 
along with several values (3500-4000 K) of effective tem pera­
tures o f the stellar photosphere (T ff), but finally we decided to 
fix the param eters at T*ff = 4000 K  and R* = 2 R0 .
The hotspot was assum ed to lie at 50deg latitude to let 
the whole spot hide behind the star and lead to the variability 
shape observed in Segment I. The hotspot banana-shape was 
approxim ated in our m odel by a spherical rectangle with width 
of ~8 deg in latitude and ~60 deg in longitude, as suggested by 
the three-dim ensional m agnetohydrodynam ical num erical sim u­
lations of Kulkarni & Rom anova (2013) . We stress that detailed 
values o f these parameters, and whether the shape and position 
is typical for stable or unstable accretion regim es considered 
by the authors, do not im pact our results in a significant way.
We perform ed com putations with typical hotspot temperatures in 
the range 7000-12  000 K  using corresponding PHOENIX inten­
sities, although a m ore detailed treatm ent should also include 
em ission lines calculated by D odin (2018) . For each hotspot 
temperature, a corresponding set of linear limb darkening coef­
ficients for Johnson filters was applied (Diaz-Cordoves et al. 
1995; Claret et al. 1995).
Synthetic am plitudes of light variations for three selected 
hotspot tem perature values Tspot are presented in Table 3 . A  
strong wavelength-amplitude dependency is obvious for all con­
sidered cases. The am plitudes are highest for the U filter and 
decrease rapidly as the wavelength increases. This is in con­
flict w ith our observations (Figs. 1b , 2 and 6), which show sim i­
lar am plitudes for alm ost all segments. M oreover, m ore detailed 
analysis revealed smaller am plitudes observed in ultraviolet and 
blue bands during Segments I and III (Figs. 7a-d ,g ). For this 
reason, we can firmly state that rotation of the stellar surface 
with hotspots on the photosphere is not responsible for the longer 
family o f light variations observed in 2013-2014. This finding is 
also true for the eight day event observed in the first M O ST light 
curve of FU  Ori, where its M O ST filter am plitude was found to 
be larger than that m easured in the M SO Strom gren vb filters 
(Siwak e ta l.  2013) .
The result obtained above m ay also suggest three other pos­
sibilities. First, hotspots are fairly uniform ly distributed on the
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Fig. 8. Comparison of Segment II of the MOST light curve with UBVRCICRI data obtained at ground-based observatories. Last : V -  (U  -  V)
diagram for this segment; the diagram indicates on larger variability amplitude in U- than in V filter.
Table 3. Synthetic amplitudes in magnitudes predicted for the rotat­
ing spotted stellar surface for Johnson-Cousins filters for three selected 
hotspot temperatures Tspot.
T spot 7000 K 10 000 K 12 000 K
AU (mag) 0.037 0.159 0.294
AB (mag) 0.021 0.084 0.126
AV (mag) 0.010 0.031 0.045
ARc (mag) 0.005 0.012 0.018
A Ic (mag) 0.001 0.003 0.005
stellar surface, second they are not always form ed on the star, 
and third their effective temperatures are only slightly larger than 
the effective tem perature o f the stellar photosphere. We think 
that the second possibility m ay be true for FU Ori. During Seg­
m ent II the U-filter am plitude appears to be tw ice as large as 
in the rem aining filters. A lthough the am plitudes in B V R cIc fil­
ters seem to be very similar, we state that these data are not 
accurate enough to exclude the hotspot scenario for this segment 
with full certainty; the significant elongation in y-axis seen in the 
V -  (U  -  V) colour-m agnitude diagram  (Fig. 8f) m ay suggest the 
presence of hot radiation sources. We note that sim ilar behaviour 
was also found in TW  Hya. During M arch 9, 2016 some short­
term hotspots appeared on the star as a consequence o f inho- 
mogeneous accretion. W hilst the V  -  (B  -  V ) relation rem ained 
stable over the entire night, the corresponding V - ( U -  V) colour- 
magnitude diagram  showed two separate relationships (see in 
Fig. 10 in Siwak et al. 2018) .
3.5.2. Testing the disc inhomogeneity scenario
In the first paper o f this series we proposed that given the visibility 
inclination of 55 deg, some surface and/or disc tem perature inho­
mogeneities, w hich appear from  the interactions o f stellar m agne­
tosphere with the disc plasm a and then disappear within the disc 
dynam ical tim escale, m ay cause quasi-periodic flux m odulations, 
as they revolve around the star. We also claim ed that variation 
of their colour indices versus M O ST (or e.g. V-filter) m agnitude
m ay depend on sizes and locations o f the inhomogeneities in the 
disc and lead to the colour-period relation.
We propose to approxim ate these inhomogeneities by struc­
tures sim ilar to spiral arms or rings, recently im aged in 
protoplanetary discs o f young stars by ALM A (Pćrez et al. 
2016), VLT-SPHERE (Benisty et al. 2015; S to lk e re ta l. 2016; 
Avenhaus e ta l.  2018), and Gem ini-GPI and M agellan-M agAO 
(Follette et al. 2017) . We believe that two different inhom o­
geneities on opposite sides of the inner disc, or a single inho­
mogeneity seen either behind or in front o f the star, may lead 
to the double-peaked light features o f various amplitudes, as 
observed in Segment I o f the 2013-2014 M O ST light curve. 
If  this is the case, in the flat surface disc model presented in 
this work, the longitudinal flux distribution of disc annuli dis­
turbed by such inhomogeneities could be param eterised by local 
declines and increases o f its tem perature with respect to the 
value T e ff(R), predicted for a  steadily accreting disc, and given 
by Eq. (A .2)1 . Illum ination o f such disc inhomogeneities by the 
flux emerging from the innerm ost disc and even the central star 
m ay additionally increase their brightness contrast. L et us con­
sider the revolution o f one inhom ogeneity around the star, as our 
m ulti-colour data are sensitive only to variability caused by the 
higher am plitude light m odulation in Segment I; such a struc­
ture can be approxim ated assuming that the second half o f the 
disturbed disc ring is brighter than the first half. This situa­
tion can be param eterised with the use o f dimensionless factor 
AT = |T(R) -  T e ff(R )|/T e ff(R) as follows:
(2)
1 One can question the approach adopted in this model because the 
approximation of the disc inhomogeneities by AT entails the use of A, 
whose values are not necessarily appropriate for the disturbed plasma.
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Teff (R) for Rinn < R < R ™ ,
0 < q  < 2n 
(1 + AT) x  Teff (R) for Rp™ < R < R °* .
T (r ) — 0 ^  q  < n
( ) — (1 -  AT) x  Teff (R) for Rp™ < R < Rp* ,
n  < q  < 2n 
Teff(R) for R > RpUt,
0 < q  < 2n,
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where Rpnn and R™rt define the inner and outer radius o f a disc 
ring, in which the real effective tem peratures T(R) deviate by 
AT from  these predicted by Eq. (A .2), while n  is an a p rio ri 
chosen azim uthal angle q , where the tem perature deviation sign 
changes. Rotation of the disc inhom ogeneity around the star is 
controlled by variable phase, i.e. q  ^  q  + A q. By estim ating the 
size o f the inhom ogeneous disc area (contained between Ripnenrt 
and R™rt) for a  set o f small or m oderate A T, it w ould be possible 
to obtain the observed am plitude in V filter and colour index 
variations with respect to the V-filter synthetic m agnitudes, i.e. 
consistent w ith all colour-m agnitude diagrams.
We searched the param eter space m anually with step o f 0.05 
in AT for Segments I and III, and 0.01 for Segment II. The same 
AT was always assum ed for all filters. A step o f AR = 1R0 was 
used to estim ate R p^ , R™rt as well as an optim al w idth o f the disc 
inhom ogeneity R™rt - R p^ . We obtained the following results for 
the three pre-defined light curve segments:
1. To reproduce the largest 0.07 m ag variations and colour- 
m agnitude diagrams for Segment I, we found that effective 
temperatures in disc annuli between 16 and 20 R0 m ust 
deviate by AT «  0.2.
This distance is sim ilar to the prelim inary m id­
inhom ogeneity radius o f 20 R0 , which was obtained 
using blackbody approxim ation instead of m odel atm o­
spheres, as briefly stated in Siwak et al. (2017) . Degeneracy 
between AT and the position and size o f the perturbed 
area did not turn out to be significant. An increase o f the 
disc inhom ogeneity size sim ultaneously with decrease of 
AT (and vice versa) results in colour-m agnitude diagrams 
that do not m atch those observed. Similarly, attempts to 
set the inhom ogeneous disc area either very close to the 
star (6 -8  R0) or at a  greater distance (25-30  R0) w ere also 
com pletely unsuccessful: they resulted in all positive or 
all negative values o f slopes in synthetic colour-m agnitude 
diagrams, respectively.
We present synthetic colour-m agnitude diagrams and their 
com parison with the best-defined SAAO observations in 
Fig. 9 . We stress that they also m atch well m ost o f the 
M SO and the com bined SAAO and M SO colour-m agnitude 
diagrams. We note that for this solution, synthetic am pli­
tudes o f V-filter light variations are also alm ost identical to 
those observed. The num erical values o f slopes o f synthetic 
colour-m agnitude diagrams shown in Fig. 9  are as follows: 
-0 .4 0  for V -  (U  -  V), -0 .1 6  for V -  (B -  V), +0.03 for 
V - ( V - Rc), and +0.23 for V - (V -  1c). The theoretical values 
o f the colour indices are also sim ilar to those observed. The 
discrepancies, i.e. constant shifts in colour indicies (e.g. 
-0 .1 0 m a g  for the V -  (U  -  V) diagram), applied m anually 
to m atch observations, are indicated in all four panels in 
Fig. 9 . These discrepancies result from  imperfections o f the 
m odel such as the choice o f spectral intensities for ordinary 
supergiants, zero-point calibration and interstellar extinction 
estim ate errors, and lim ited availability o f the stellar models 
below 2300 K.
2. The sim ilarity o f am plitudes o f M O ST and ground-based 
UBVRc 1c light curves in Segm ent II m ay also suggest 
their disc origin. Unfortunately, the lack o f any trends 
in the colour-m agnitude diagrams severely limits precision 
o f localisation of the inhomogeneous plasm a parcels by 
m eans o f the light synthesis model. Therefore, we can rely 
on the coarse constancy o f their am plitudes, as inferred 
from  Fig. 8b to e. Even though m ost sim ilar am plitudes in 
BVRc 1c filters are obtained from  our m odel for disc inhom o­
geneities located between 13 and 20 R0 , the higher observed
am plitude in U filter (Figs. 8a ,f) m ay suggest a slightly closer 
location o f between 12 and 15 R0 . The observed amplitudes 
were roughly reproduced by our m odel for AT = 0.03 
(Fig. 10) . A lthough the lack o f precise U-filter data seri­
ously limits precision o f this estimate, the location of the 
inhom ogeneity at the inner disc rim, as expected from  the 
short 3-1.38 d period o f this wave train, can be excluded 
within the disc m odel of Zhu et al. (2007) . O therwise we 
would observe alm ost constant light in the 1c filter, and the 
am plitude would gradually increase with decreasing effec­
tive wavelengths o f the remaining filters, as suggested by the 
first panel in Fig. 10.
3. The same conclusion as for Segment I can also be true for 
Segm ent III. This is due to sim ilarity o f trends observed in 
respective colour-m agnitude diagrams for Johnson-C ousins 
filters, as shown by the s values (Figs. 7g,h,i). The large scat­
ter of U-filter data makes it im possible to find any firm rela­
tion from  the V -  (U  -  V) diagram  (Fig. 6a), but the slope 
appears to be negative on the auxiliary Ay -  A(v -  y) dia­
gram  (Fig. 6c). Therefore we conclude that Segm ent III light 
variations could arise somewhere at the distance of 14-19 R0 
from  the star (for AT «  0.15).
We did not consider disc inclinations other than 55 deg and tem ­
perature distributions corresponding to a range o f M M  values. 
For instance, the variability shape observed in Segments I and 
III could be fairly well reconstructed for disc inclinations closer 
to 70deg, as derived for FU Ori by Gramajo et al. (2014) ; such 
extended com putations m ay be m eaningful when m ore precise 
m ulti-colour observations are available from  future space tele­
scopes.
The m ain conclusion o f this m odel is not to pay too much 
attention to the exact num bers obtained, but rather to point out 
that long-periodic (10-11 d) families do not arise either very 
close (~ 5 -1 0  R0) or very far from  the star (~ 3 0 -4 0  R0), but near 
1 5 -2 0 R0 . M ore accurate m odelling, including reliable three­
dim ensional approxim ation of disc inhom ogeneity instead o f its 
crude param eterisation by AT factor, will allow us to refine these 
results in the future. In this paper we assum e that AT param eter 
autom atically takes into account all phenom ena related to the 
fact that real disc inhom ogeneities probably have the form  of 
waves or warps. O nce illum inated by the inner disc, they m ay 
cast shadows on m ore distant parts of the disc.
4. Discussion
The new 2013-2014 M O ST light curve of FU  Ori was col­
lected over a tw ice as long interval as the first, gathered in the 
2010-2011 season. This enabled us to identify three families 
o f light variations characterised by different quasi-periods and 
variability patterns: nam ely Segments I, II, and III, as defined 
in Sect. 3 .1 . The colour-m agnitude diagrams for respective seg­
ments constructed from  the uvyUBVRc/ cR / data taken sim ul­
taneously from  the ground were used to pinpoint mechanisms 
leading to the observed variability.
4.1. R esu lts  for long-periodic light variations
The light variations observed in Segment I and Segm ent III are 
probably driven by the same m echanism, as inferred from  anal­
ysis o f their colour-m agnitude diagrams (Figs. 7 and 9) . Using 
the disc and star light synthesis model, we ruled out the possi­
bility that the QPOs seen in Segm ent I could be due to changing 
visibility o f accretion hotspots on the star (Sect. 3.5.1). Instead, 
we argue that they could arise owing to revolution o f the disc
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inhom ogeneity located between 16 and 2 0 R0 (see in Sect. 3.5.2 
and in Fig. 11) . O ur observations indicate that its lifetim e does 
not exceed several revolutions around the star. We note that the 
average radius 18 R0 o f the 4 R0 wide inhom ogeneity obtained 
from  the light synthesis m odel for the 10.75 d quasi-period is 
by 4.3 R0 larger than the Keplerian radius o f 13.7R0 , expected 
for the stellar m ass o f 0.3 M 0 . This small disagreem ent disap­
pears if  we assum e 0.7 M0 for the central star, in accordance 
with Gramajo et al. (2014). Assuming that Segment III was also 
due to Keplerian revolution, the stellar m ass derived for aver­
age radius (16.5 R0) o f the inhom ogeneity (14-19 R0) would 
be smaller, i.e. about 0.45 M0 . Nevertheless, no one can con­
sider this particular result as significant owing to the doubts 
concerning the quasi-periodic nature of these light variations, as 
described in point 3 of Sect. 3 .1.
The form ation m echanism  of disc inhomogeneities at the 
distance o f 0 .05-0.1 AU responsible for the ~  10-11  d oscilla­
tions is not clear to us. These inhom ogeneities could perhaps 
be related to a m echanism  leading to FUor outbursts them ­
selves. Recently, L iu e ta l .  (2016) presented Subaru Hi-CIAO  
differential linear-polarisation im aging observations, showing 
large-scale asym m etrical structures around FU Ori, Z  CMa, 
V1735 Cyg, and V1057 Cyg. Their result supports the gravita­
tional instability of the disc as a m echanism  creating spirals and 
clumps falling towards the star and leading to accum ulation of 
m ass near the inner disc and to enhanced accretion (see also in 
Vorobyov & Basu 2005, 2006; Vorobyov et al. 2015) . Once the 
m atter is slowly accum ulated owing to gravitational instabilities,
it m ay trigger therm al instabilities in the inner disc. This also 
activates m agneto-rotational instabilities leading to the FUor- 
type outburst (Zhu et al. 2009) . These authors calculated light 
curves showing sm all-am plitude quasi-periodic light variations 
after the outburst, which m ight be caused by convective eddies 
form ed in the high state-low state transition region. The convec­
tion is especially strong and even penetrates the m id-plane of the 
disc in the regions of 0 .15-0 .35 AU, but is still present although 
confined only to the disc surface for smaller disc radii.
It is not excluded that convection eddies m ay be responsi­
ble for the longer family of light variations observed by M OST 
and earlier from  the ground, as m entioned in Sect. 1. A ssum ­
ing this scenario is correct, our M SO observations, lasting 194 d, 
also had the potential to detect quasi-periods up to 65 d long 
and probe light variations occurring at 50 -60  R 0 (0.25 AU). 
A lthough periodogram s presented in the first panel of Fig. 3 
show two wide peaks at 13-17 and 42-48  d, their significance 
is very low. If these longest variations really arise owing to con­
vection eddies that are persistent for a few revolutions around 
the star, then their am plitudes seen in infrared filters should be 
larger than in visual bands.
The FUor phenom enon could also be initiated by tidal 
disruption of a few Jupiter m ass planet, as obtained by 
Lodato & Clarke (2004) a n d Nayakshin & Lodato (2012) . These 
authors showed that before the disc gap is opened a planet 
can easily m igrate to the distance o f ~ 0 .1 AU from  the star; 
this is sim ilar to the inhom ogeneity average radius estim ated 
for Segments I and III. The m aterial from  the planet m ay feed
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Fig. 10. Sample of synthetic light curves in UBVRc/c filters used during the localisation process of Segment II light variations. Most similar 
amplitudes in BVRc/c filters are obtained for disc inhomogeneities located between 13 and 20 R0, but the slightly higher amplitude in the U filter 
may suggest somewhat closer localisation, from 12 to 15 R0. The values used in a given model (AT, Rpnn and Rp^) are given at the top of each 
panel.
Fig. 11. Picture proposed for a qualitative explanation of the Segment I variability. The lighter semi-ring represents the 16-20 R0 disc inhomo­
geneity in three rotational phases. The disc fluxes calculated for V filter are expressed in greyscales (as defined on respective bars) and are left in 
temporary model units; they are also slightly affected by limitations of our plotting software. The stellar flux is expressed arbitrarily; the stellar 
radius was set to 1.5 R0.
the disc through Roche lobe overflow, leading to an enhanced 
mass accretion and a m ajor disc brightness increase. It is not 
excluded that tidal disruption o f a  planet m ay create disc inho­
m ogeneities in close vicinity of the star. However, in these 
circumstances perm anent rather than quasi-periodic light vari­
ations should be observed. We note that also Powell et al. (2012) 
considered this scenario to explain the persistent 3.6 d peri­
odic m odulation found in cross-correlation function profiles of 
FU  Ori; this periodicity is not visible as a constant feature in the 
M OST light curves.
The very interesting possibility is also offered by 
Rom anova et al. (2013), who found waves induced in the 
disc plasm a structure from  interactions with a rotating tilted
m agnetosphere o f a star. The authors obtained two m ajor types 
o f solutions:
1. The first is for typical CTTS, where a m agnetospheric radius 
is sim ilar to the co-rotation radius (see Sect. 3.2 o f their 
paper). In this case a strong warp is form ed that rotates 
with the stellar frequency. This scenario can be applied to 
AA Tau-like stars, periodically obscured by a warped disc 
(Bouvier et al. 1999, 2007; M cGinnis et al. 2015),
2. The second solution is for the case in which the magneto- 
spheric radius is m uch smaller than the co-rotation radius 
(see Sect. 3.3 of Rom anova et al. 2013) . Such a situation 
occurs in CTTS with enhanced m ass accretion, when the disc 
plasm a pressure com presses the m agnetosphere. O ur guess is
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that the latter solution could also apply to FU  Ori, as sug­
gested by Audard et al. (2014) . A lthough Rom anova et al. 
(2013) claim ed in Sect. 4.1 o f their paper that waves cre­
ated in CTTS discs cannot be directly observed because 
o f the large brightness contrast with the dom inant star, it 
does not apply to FU Ori, where the disc overwhelms the 
stellar lum inosity by a hundred tim es2. The authors found 
high-frequency inner bending waves, i.e. inhomogeneities 
whose rotational frequency around the star is alm ost equal 
to, or slightly lower than, the Keplerian velocity of the inner 
disc. The waves originate only during periods o f unstable 
accretion and are located at the inner edge o f the disc. In 
addition, the authors also found lower frequency waves that 
propagate to larger distances and are sometimes enhanced at 
the disc co-rotation radius. The m ajor warp, causing AA Tau- 
type occultations, does not appear.
If the latter solution is applicable to FU Ori, then the 10-11 d 
light variations observed in Segments I and III could represent 
modulation in the visibility o f the inhom ogeneity caused by a 
locally enhanced lower frequency wave at (or near) the disc co­
rotation radius and perhaps also the stellar rotational period. We 
note that stable over three seasons 14.8 d periodic m odulation 
of P Cygni profiles by the disc wind found in FU Ori spec­
tra by Herbig et al. (2003), and later confirmed (at 13.48 d) by 
Powell et al. (2012), was proposed by the first authors to be the 
rotational period of the star. So far, our prelim inary attem pts to 
explain Segment I and III variability by axially non-sym m etrical 
dusty disc wind param eterised by means o f single (1 -  AT) term 
in Eq. (2) resulted in a non-physical solution; we obtained that 
the light emerging from  the disc semi-ring between 11 and 16 R© 
m ust be alm ost com pletely absorbed. This solution maintains 
both the colour-period relation for the stellar mass o f 0.3 M ©, 
observed am plitudes, and the same values of negative and pos­
itive slopes in consecutive colour-m agnitude diagrams. How ­
ever, such a m echanism  would lead to significant modulations 
of the disc rotational profiles, which would certainly have been 
noticed by previous authors. Coordinated space-based photom et­
ric and ground-based high-resolution spectroscopic observations 
may enable the study of possible relationships in the future.
4.2. R esu lts  for short-periodic light variations
Segment II o f the light curve is com posed o f a  short-period, sine­
like wave train o f m uch sm aller (~0.01 mag) am plitude. A period 
shortening o f each successive oscillation is seen directly in the 
light curve. This wave train becam e visible at the end o f Seg­
m ent I as the ~ 3 .5 d  signal, and ceased after 8 -9  d, when its 
period shortened down to 1.38 ± 0.04 d. If  this light variabil­
ity is driven by the Keplerian m otion o f disc inhomogeneities 
drifting to the inner disc parts, as previously deduced from  its 
continuously decreasing period (Siwak et al. 2013), then for the 
stellar m ass o f 0.3 M© we obtain the value o f the inner disc radius 
of 3 .5R© or 4 .6 R© for 0.7 M©. These values are also in accord 
with interferom etric observations o f M albet e t al. (2005), who 
obtained 5.5+2 g R©, and with the value o f the stellar radius of 
3 .6R© derived Icy K onigl et al. (2011) .
The short-periodic sine-like variability pattern revealed by 
M OST in the 2010-2011 light curve, was re-analysed in 
Sect. 3 .3 . The conclusions are somewhat different from  the pre­
lim inary findings by Siwak e ta l.  (2013) . The lower values of
2 We also note that Flaherty et al. (2016) found a few dozen examples 
of such interactions in infrared Spitzer long-term observations of young 
stellar objects in Chamaleon I star forming region.
periods obtained in Sect. 3.3 may be used for refinem ent o f the 
inner disc radius value obtained in Siwak et al. (2013) : if  2.1 d 
is the low er period lim it then the change in inner disc radius 
value is small, from  4.8 to 4.5 R© for 0.3 M©, or 6 R© for 0.7 M©. 
Assuming that the 1.08 d value was due to the revolution o f a 
plasm a parcel w ith a local Keplerian speed at the inner disc 
radius, the respective radii would be equal to 3 R© or 3.9 R©.
Unexpectedly, the above interpretation regarding the origin 
o f (at least) the 2013-2014  short-periodic light variations was 
questioned by the disc and star light synthesis model. We found 
that sim ilarity o f the am plitudes observed in U BVRcIc filters 
(Figs. 8a-e )  can only be explained by the changing visibility 
o f the disc inhomogeneities param eterised by AT = 0.03 -  
0.04 and located between 12 and 15R©. This is in strong con­
flict with the location predicted with the assum ption of purely 
Keplerian m otion of the plasm a parcels in the innerm ost disc 
region (~ 3 -8  R©), as discussed above. To avoid this conflict, we 
attem pted to explain these light variations by assuming that they 
are caused by modulations o f the innerm ost disc flux. For exam ­
ple, we m ade an attem pt to explain these variations by a dusty 
disc wind, approxim ated by means of a single term  in Eq. (2), i.e. 
(1 -  AT) x  Teff (R), and m oderate-to-large values of A T; however 
this was also unsuccessful.
We conclude that these short-periodic light variations can­
not be assigned to high-frequency waves (see in in point 2 o f 
Sect. 4.1) assuming that the tem perature distribution in the disc 
follows the m odel of Zhu et al. (2007) . If  these QPOs really arise 
between 12 and 15 R©, then they cannot be driven by Keple­
rian revolution o f the disc inhom ogeneities. In these circum ­
stances our model obviously should not be used to describe 
short-periodic oscillations. M aybe a clue to the real m echa­
nism  is hidden in the fact that light variations observed in Seg­
m ent I smoothly transfer into the Segment II sine-like wave with 
decreasing am plitude and period. This may suggest that these 
two light curve segments were in fact physically linked. It is not 
excluded that the first (Segm ent I) was due to the Keplerian revo­
lution o f a disc inhom ogeneity around the star, while the second 
(Segm ent II) was the signature of some hypothetical disc plasm a 
oscillations, excited during dissipation o f the previously dom i­
nating m ajor disc inhomogeneity.
We suppose, however, that a physically m ore consistent 
explanation can be offered by the assum ption that the magne- 
tospheric gap in FUors is not always devoid o f visible light 
sources. The inclusion o f this possibility would require proper 
modification o f our light synthesis m odel in the future.
As m entioned in Sect. 1, to explain the observed colour- 
m agnitude relations in UBVR filters, Kenyon et al. (2000) pro­
posed that the light variations in FU  Ori mostly arise in the 
narrow zone between the radius, where the disc temperature 
reaches its m axim um , and the stellar photosphere (i.e. at 1 .1- 
1.2R* in their m odel units). This was in accordance with their 
M onte Carlo com putations indicating that random  fluctuations 
o f a characteristic tim escale no longer than 1 d dom inate in the 
light curve. However, our M O ST observations do not necessar­
ily confirm this view. Quasi-periods o f 1-3 d are seen only dur­
ing very lim ited tim e intervals and these variations appear to 
be tim e coherent. M oreover, the existence o f a typical bound­
ary layer zone in FU Ori was later questioned by Zhu et al. 
(2007). Instead, it turned out that in spite o f enhanced mass 
transfer, FU Ori m ay possess a small m agnetosphere. A ssum ­
ing that the observationally determ ined inner disc radius o f 5 R© 
(M a lb e te ta l. 2005; Zhu e ta l. 2007) is equal to the magneto- 
spheric radius rm, the lower lim it o f rm/R *  «  1.4 was derived 
by K onigl e ta l. (2011) . According to the authors this size is
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in accordance with the result of D onati et al. (2005), who m ea­
sured the poloidal com ponent of the inner disc m agnetic field 
at 1 kG. In these circumstances short-lived unstable accretion 
tongues rotating with the inner disc rotational frequency can be 
form ed (K ulkarni & Rom anova 2008, 2009; Blinova et al. 2016) 
and are expected to transfer disc plasm a towards the star. If 
plasm a carried in these tongues would be cooler by 1500-2000 K 
than the m axim um  disc tem perature (6420 K), then changing 
visibility of these tongues could lead to the short-periodic, small- 
am plitude light variations of sim ilar am plitudes in Johnson fil­
ters, as observed in Segm ent II (Fig. 8) .
FU Ori is not the only FUor, where short-periodic QPOs 
were observed. The shortest detected 1.28 d period in FU Ori- 
type star V2493 Cyg was also attributed to Keplerian rotation 
of plasm a parcels em erging at the disc m agnetospheric radius 
by Green et al. (2013) . Similarly, about 1 d flux m odulation due 
to the changing visibility of two antipodal accretion hotspots on 
the star was found in X-ray observations of the EX or/FU or star 
V1647 Ori (Ham aguchi et al. 2012) . The hot X-ray com ponent 
in FU Ori is also variable (at 0.8 d) and viewed through heavy 
absorption from  a disc w ind or accretion stream  (Skinner et al.
2010). These results appear to be in agreem ent w ith the result o f 
Blinova et al. (2016), who found that for small magnetospheres 
as in FU Ori, an ordered unstable regime m ay create one or 
two tongues and related hotspots that are not fixed on the star, 
but rotate with the inner disc rotational frequency. This sce­
nario w ould also explain period shortening observed by M OST 
in Segment II, by assuming that the accretion rate inside a  tongue 
increases, as predicted by Kulkarni & Rom anova (2009).
It is a m atter of debate, whether about tw ice greater am pli­
tude observed in U filter during Segm ent II definitely speaks for 
the so-called hotspot m echanism , at least occasionally operat­
ing in FU  Ori. Accurate flux-calibrated spectra obtained sim ul­
taneously with space-based photom etric (and ideally also X-ray) 
observations m ay be helpful to catch signatures of these addi­
tional hot radiation sources at short wavelengths during future 
occurrences o f ~ 1 - 3  d light variations.
5. Summary
We observed FU Ori sim ultaneously from  space and the ground 
in winter 2013-2014 with the aim  to determ ine the m echa­
nisms leading to light variations discovered by M O ST during the 
first run in 2010-2011. Com parison o f ground-based and syn­
thetic colour-m agnitude diagrams specifically prepared for each 
of three distinct oscillatory patterns identified in the new light 
curve indicates that the longer, ~  10-11 d QPOs are m ost likely 
due to the changing visibility of disc inhom ogeneities localised 
at a distance of about 16-20 R0 . These inhomogeneities could 
represent convection eddies in the disc (Zhu et al. 2009) and/or 
low-frequency waves caused by interactions of a tilted stellar 
m agnetosphere with the disc plasm a and enhanced at the disc 
co-rotation radius (Rom anova et al. 2013) .
The local Keplerian periodicity in the m iddle (18 R0) o f the 
m ajor inhom ogeneity is 11 d if we assum e a stellar m ass of 
0.7 M 0 . This result is in reasonable agreem ent with the colour- 
period relationship claim ed in Sect. 1. However, no sim ilar 
agreem ent was obtained for the short-periodic 3-1.38 d vari­
ability. According to our light synthesis m odel, this variability 
appears to arise somewhere between 12 and 15R0 . The m echa­
nism  engaging Keplerian revolution of a disc inhom ogeneity on 
a spiral orbit, however suggests a gradual approach of the inho- 
mogeneous plasm a parcel towards the star from  5.9 to 3 .5 R0 
or from  7.8 to 4 .6 R 0 assuming reasonable stellar m asses o f 0.3
or 0.7 M 0 , respectively. This disagreem ent m ight be temporarily 
resolved by assuming that one or two unstable tongues, in which 
disc plasm a o f the tem perature of about 4500-5000 K  is trans­
m itted towards the star, appear in the small m agnetospheric gap 
at least for a short time. Our U -filter observations also indicate 
the possibility that these short-periodic light variations m ay also 
be driven by related hotspot(s), revolving on stellar surface with 
the local Keplerian velocity of related tongue(s).
Further accurate broadband sim ultaneous photom etric and 
spectroscopic observations are needed to clarify the issues left 
w ith a question m ark in this paper. W ith the end of the M OST 
satellite activity, the next possibility to observe FU Ori should 
appear during the TESS  m ission. However, TESS  will still pro­
vide single-band observations only. Unfortunately, the apertures 
o f the BRITE  satellites fleet (Weiss et al. 2014), which provides 
six-month-long, blue- and red-band light curves, are too small 
to provide data on FU Ori. Two-colour, high-precision, space- 
based data m ay be provided by UVSat (Pigulski et al. 2017). 
This would elim inate the problem s arising from  the lim ited accu­
racy of ground-based observations in the ultraviolet band, and 
would be very suitable for exploration of disc dynam ics of the 
brightest FUors.
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Appendix A: Description of the model
The disc geom etry of the m odel is assum ed as in Sect. 3 of 
Zhu et al. (2007), i.e. the disc vertical height H  is a function of 
the disc radius R, m easured from  the central star, given by
(A.1)
where the thickness o f the inner disc, presum ably truncated by 
the stellar m agnetosphere at R inn = 5 R0 , is assum ed to be H 0 = 
0.1 R;nn. The distribution o f the disc effective tem perature Teff as 
a function o f disc radius R  is assum ed for the stationary accretion 
case (Pringle 1981)
(A.2)
where G  is the universal gravitation constant, M  is the stellar 
mass, M  is the mass accretion rate transferred from  the disc onto 
the central star, and a  is the Boltzm ann constant. In accordance 
with Zhu et al. (2007), we assum e M M  = 7.2 x  10-5 M0 yr-1 
and that the effective tem perature o f disc annuli located closer 
than 1.36 R inn is equal to the m axim um  disc tem perature value, 
calculated by Zhu et al. (2007) to be 6420 K.
The surfaces o f consecutive disc annuli w ere approxim ated 
by surface areas o f truncated cones. Subsequently, each disc 
annulus was divided into smaller elements, evenly distributed 
in azim uthal angle p . The flux emerging from  each fine ele­
m ent was com puted taking into account its effective surface 
area dS = dpdR, which is a function o f inclination, the ori­
entation angle of a particular annulus with respect to the disc 
mid-plane, and the azim uthal angle (p ) o f the centre o f a sur­
face elem ent dS  . In accord with previous works (Kenyon et al. 
1988; Z h u e ta l .  2007), we assum ed that atm ospheres o f con­
secutive disc annuli radiate in the same way as atmospheres of 
supergiant stars with the effective temperatures given by Eq. (3). 
Hence, for the flux calculations we used the emerging intensities 
(a full radiation field) o f supergiant stars from  the PHOENIX 
library (Husser et al. 2013) . The theoretical intensities Ir in this 
library are calculated for 78 values of u  = cos y , where y  is 
the angle o f view between the norm al vector o f the infinitely 
small elem ent o f the photosphere and the observer. The inten­
sities are calculated with a resolution o f 1 A in wavelength 
and 100 K  in effective temperature, starting from  500 A and 
2300 K, respectively. Special attention was given to the choice 
of intensities with a proper log g (in cgs units), which changed 
from  1.5 (6500-5300 K) through 1.0 (5200-4200 K), 0.5 (4100­
3700 K), 0.0 (3600-3200 K), to -0 .5  (3100-2300 K). Because 
of the lack of proper intensities for log g  = -0 .5  for the last 
tem perature range in the library, we w ere forced to extrap­
olate the intensities for log g = 0.0 using coefficients esti­
m ated by com parison of intensities calculated for log g  = -0 .5  
and 0.0 in the range 3200-3600 K; luckily the above operation 
has negligible significance for the final result. To obtain em er­
gent intensities Ir ( u ) for each disc elem ent d S , we interpo­
lated the library intensities in u  and Teff to account for the full 
range o f visibility angles y  = 4 6 .5 -6 3 .6  deg and temperatures 
Teff = 2 3 00-6420  K  appropriate for our case. Finally we calcu­
lated the flux F d em itted in a given direction from  the disc by 
integration,
Fig. A.1. Comparison of the smoothed model spectrum (the continuous 
line) and the flux-calibrated and de-reddened FU Ori spectrum (the bro­
ken line) obtained on March 11, 2017, three years after our photometric 
campaign.
(A.3)
where 0 < p  < 2n, 5 < R  < 4 4 .6 R0 . The upper lim it o f 
44.6 R0 is im posed by the lack o f theoretical models for tem ­
peratures lower than 2300 K  in the PHOENIX library. This is 
fortunately not a serious lim itation o f our results, as the contri­
bution o f disc light emerging beyond this radius should be small. 
This am ounted to only 2% for the I  filter in the very first FU  Ori 
disc m odel of Kenyon et al. ( 1988) and was practically equal to 
zero for other Johnson filters.
For the observed disc inclination of 55 deg and the inner disc 
radius of 5 R 0 (M albet e t al. 2005; Zhu et al. 2007), the star can 
be slightly obscured by the front disc rim  only for R * larger than 
2 R0 . In spite that K onigl e ta l. (2011) proposed R* = 3 .6R0 , 
we considered a range o f sm aller values between 1.5 and 2 R0 
and effective tem peratures T*ff o f 3500-4000 K, which are m ore 
typical o f CTTS. The results turned out to be very w eakly depen­
dent on the param eters w ithin the above ranges, and we finally 
chose the tem perature o f 4000 K  and radius of 2 R 0 for the cen­
tral star in further calculations. To integrate the star flux (F * ), 
we used Ir ( u  = 1), calculated for solar m etallicity [Fe/H] = 0 
and log g  = 4.0 from  the respective PHOENIX m odel and then 
we applied the linear lim b-darkening law using the coefficients 
from  the Diaz-Cordoves et al. (1995) and the Claret et al. ( 1995) 
tables for UBVRI filters.
The em itted disc and star sum m ed fluxes F ft in individual 
photom etric pass bands f t  e  {U, B, V, R c, Ic} w ere determ ined 
using the transm ission function profiles r Afl from  Bessel ( 1990),
i.e.
(A.4)
where r  varied within the wavelength range appropriate for the 
respective bandpass r rft.The fluxes F ft were later transform ed to 
a m agnitude scale. The published t Asi profiles m ay not accurately 
represent the actual M SO R l -filter transm issions but are suffi­
cient for our qualitative analyses.
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Appendix B: Model calibration and validation
Before we can carry out a serious application o f this model we 
first need to calibrate and validate it. First, we estim ated the zero 
points necessary for proper calculation o f colour indices. For 
this purpose we used PHO EN IX ’s emerging intensity o f a main 
sequence A0V star (9600 K, log g = 4.0, a  = 1) and the linear 
lim b-darkening law. Obviously, the disc light was ignored during 
these calculations. The synthetic fluxes o f the star in Johnson- 
Cousins filters were then properly added to m eet the well-known 
requirem ent that colour indices o f an A0V unreddened star are 
equal to alm ost zero.
In the second step, we m ade an estim ate o f the interstellar 
extinction to check whether the results obtained with zero points 
calculated above are in com pliance with the historical results. 
The unreddened colour indices given by our model are as fol­
lows:
(U  -  V)m -  1.21, (B -  V)m -  0.72, (V -  Rc)m -  0.43, and 
(V -  Ic)m -  0.93.
Using the Cardelli et al. ( 1989) Eqs. (1), (3a), and (3b) for the 
m ean RV-dependent extinction law, and assuming E (B  -  V) -  
0.57, estim ated on the basis o f results obtained from  our model 
and our observations (B -  V  -  1.29), we obtained AV = 1.77 for 
RV = 3.1. Integration o f the stellar extinction curve over TAft in 
the respective wavelength ranges leads to the following values: 
E (U  -  V) -  1.00, E (V  -  Rc) -  0.34, E (V  -  Ic) -  0.73.
This in turn leads to the following, m odel-dependent colour 
indices:
(U  -  V)m -  2.20, (B -  V)m -  1.29, (V -  Rc)m -  0.74 and
(V -  Ic)m -  1.66 mag.
All values are in good agreem ent with the m ean values cal­
culated from  all m ulti-colour observations obtained during the 
M OST run, i.e. 2.121, 1.291, 0.770, and 1.594 mag, respectively 
(see also in Table 1 for one particular night). The value AV -  1.8
obtained in this w ork agrees well with estimates o f Zhu et al. 
(2007) at Av = 1.5+0.7 and Pueyo e ta l. (2012) at Av = 2 .0 - ^ .
In Fig. A.1 we show the final test o f our m odel. The observed 
(Sect. 2.4) and m odel-synthesised FU Ori spectra were nor­
m alised to unity at the m axim um , which for both spectra appear to 
exist near 4792 A. Because o f the large num ber o f spectral lines 
in our model spectrum  we decided to smooth it for easier com ­
parison. The same E (B  -  V ) value as above was assum ed during 
the de-reddening process o f the real FU  Ori spectrum  within the 
IRAF task deredden. Sim ilarity o f both spectra appears to be sat­
isfactory and it practically does not depend on a particular FU Ori 
spectrum  nor the standard star used for the flux calibration. How ­
ever, one can note system atically lower observed flux in the region 
o f ultraviolet and blue wavelengths. The observed flux appears to 
be slightly higher at red wavelengths. This suggests that the m ax­
im um  disc tem perature is currently slightly lower than one or two 
decades ago, when Zhu et al. (2007) perform ed their observations 
and should perhaps be updated. This is not an unexpected finding 
as the disc brightness, as it is now 81 years after the outburst, is 
constantly decreasing. Nevertheless, we decided to refrain from 
this task as this small discrepancy m ay also be caused by system ­
atic errors in our flux calibration procedure.
One of our model imperfections is the inability to reproduce 
the shapes of the oscillations as observed in Segments I and III; 
only reproduction o f sine-like wave trains as in Segm ent II is pos­
sible. This is likely due to simplified assumptions about the disc 
inhom ogeneity structure. A dditional weakness comes with the 
assum ption that stellar atm osphere models closely m atch proper­
ties o f the disc atm osphere as well as with the lack o f I  a for tem ­
peratures lower than 2300 K, w hich slightly influences our results 
obtained from  colour-m agnitude diagrams utilising near-infrared 
filters. We have also om itted the rotational broadening o f the spec­
trum  due to the Keplerian rotation o f the disc as this effect is neg­
ligible for spectrum  synthesis results in broadband filters.
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